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NOTICE TO MEMBERS

Subject: Petition 1448/2007 by Henryk Demps (Polish) concerning a historic bridge in 
the Polish city of Tczew

1. Summary of petition

The petitioner indicates that a great deal of restoration work is necessary to conserve the 837-
metre historic bridge over the Vistula in the northern Polish city of Tczew. Since the local 
authorities responsible for administering this major monument to European engineering and 
art are finding it increasingly difficult to fund its conservation, the petitioner is seeking the 
assistance of the European Parliament in obtaining EU funding for this purpose.

2. Admissibility

Declared admissible on 27 May 2008. Information requested from Commission under Rule 
192(4).

3. Commission reply, received on 26 September 2008.

The petitioner, of Polish origin, residing in Hamburg (Germany), informs the Commission 
about the need of restoration work to be carried out on the historic bridge over the river 
Vistula in the city of Tczew. The bridge was built in the mid 19th century.

The petitioner is seeking assistance from the European Parliament to find EU funding for the 
restoration and conservation of the bridge as – in his opinion – the local authorities are finding 
it increasingly difficult to fund the measures needed to restore and conserve this construction 
and safeguard it for the future.

The importance of this bridge has been underlined by historians. During an exhibition held in 
the Newcastle Arts Centre in June 2008 it is described as a major technical engineering 
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monument of outstanding European and World importance. During this exhibition it was 
underlined that no similar bridge of such proportions remains from this important period in 
Europe's industrial history. 

The Commission recognizes the importance of this bridge and it compliments those in society 
who are doing excellent work to safeguard it. It is also aware that the restoration and 
conservation of monuments such as this bridge require considerable investments and specific 
expertise.

The Commission draws attention to the fact that the protection, conservation and restoration 
of cultural heritage are the responsibilities of the competent national authorities. According to 
Article 151 (paragraph 2) of the Treaty establishing EC, the Community is expected to 
support cultural cooperation between Member States on the European level, for example 
through highlighting cultural heritage. 

The actions of the Community should however be supplementary to that of the national level; 
including when it comes to safeguarding the cultural heritage of European significance. 

The Commission can assist cultural heritage projects in two ways:

1. Through the Culture Programme 2007-2013: it can supply funds for raising awareness 
on the importance of cultural heritage, for cultural cooperation, for the exchanging of 
information and for studies. The Exhibition taking place in Newcastle on the bridge in 
Tczew was co-organised by Europa Nostra, a body funded through this Programme. 
The Commission would like to remark that it does not fund the conservation and 
restoration of cultural heritage in a specific Member State as part of this Programme. 
This is a competence of the national authorities.

2. Through the Cohesion Policy 2007-2013: on 6 September 2007, the European 
Commission approved the regional development programme in the Pomorskie region 
in Poland for the period 2007-2013, entitled "the Operational Programme for the 
Pomorskie voivodship". This programme involves Community support for Pomorskie
within the framework of "Convergence" objective. The total budget of the programme 
is around EUR 1.3 billion and Community assistance through the ERDF amounts to 
EUR 885 million. Priority 6 of the Programme is aimed at tourism and cultural 
heritage: budget is 59 million € of which EU contribution is 44.2 million €. The 
region’s tourism attractiveness is a key to its sustainable development. The projects 
should aim to deliver a diversified tourism offer and cover tourism infrastructure, cultural 
heritage and create and promote (network) tourism products including the development of 
an integrated system of tourist information. Under the transport priority of this 
programme (Priority 4) is 271 million € available (EU contribution 203.5 million €). 
As to the transport infrastructure, the priority for support will be given to road and rail 
connections of regional importance which connect the region with the international 
transport network.

As to the support given under the Cohesion Policy to cultural investments etc., the 
Commission would like to underline that the subsidiarity principle is applied, which 
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means that the initiative for the selection of projects lies with the Member States and 
not with the Commission (except for major projects whose total costs exceed 25 
million € (in case of environment) or 50 million € (other fields); these projects have to 
be adopted by the Commission). The managing authority for the Operational 
Programme for the Pomorskie voivodship is the Marshal's Office of the Pomorskie 
voivodship, Okopowa 21/27, 80-810 Gdańsk

At national level, the Operational Programme for Infrastructure and Environment has one 
priority dealing with culture and cultural heritage (priority axis 11: budget 576 million € of 
which 490 million € EU contribution). The priority axis shall support projects devoted to the 
protection and restoration of immobile monuments of supra-regional importance, including 
those on the UNESCO World Heritage List or recognised as History Monuments by the 
President of Poland. Actions, which are to be performed, are connected with the renovation, 
restoration, regeneration and protection of objects included in the register of monuments, as 
well as complexes with their surroundings. The managing authority for this Operational 
Programme for Infrastructure and Environment is the Ministry of Regional Development, ul. 
Wspólna 2/4, 00-926 Warsaw.

In line with the above, the action requested by the petitioner to restore the bridge in Tczew is 
the responsibility of the Member State in question.
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